Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Language plays a very pivotal role in uniting nations, building relations and creating harmony. Being a linguist is not at all necessary for becoming a good communicator in any language. Language is a very strong medium for stimulating imagination. Expression is easy in one's primary language but it becomes a challenging task when one wants to acquire language competency in different or second languages. The youth of India is being the part of that era where they are struggling for acquiring linguistic competency in English language as India is a nonEnglish-Speaking Country where English Language Learners are learning it as "ESL" (English as a Second Language), "EFL" (English as a Foreign Language) and "ESP" (English for Special Purpose). As Graddol points out that, "English is a fascinating tool for Indians as they have been ruled by British people for many years. Throughout India, there is an extraordinary belief, among almost all castes and classes, in both rural and urban areas, in the transformative power of English. English is seen not just as a useful skill, but as a symbol of a better life, a pathway out of poverty and oppression. Aspiration of such magnitude is a heavy burden for any language, and for those who have responsibility for teaching it, to bear. The challenges of providing universal access to English are significant, and many are bound to feel frustrated at the speed of progress. But we cannot ignore the way that the English language has emerged as a powerful agent for change in India." (Graddol 2010 :120) -After self-government, they develop a tendency to see this language as a quality for upgrading social status. They feel that command over English will help them to look them unique from the general crowd. According to NCERT report, it is clearly written that "English in India today is a symbol of people's aspirations for quality in education and fuller participation in national and international life. The level of introduction of English has now become a matter of political response to people's aspirations, rendering almost irrelevant an academic debate on the merits of a very early introduction. (NCERT 2006:1) After independence, English Language Learning has become very crucial due to India's diversity in terms of numerous official and native languages. This discourse unveils the special status of English language has in India and its significances, changing needs, classroom pedagogies and contemporary challenges.
II.
THE UNIVERSAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ENGLISH The importance of English will never be underrated because in the progressively more unified and globalized world, millions of immigrants come to non-Englishspeaking countries every year to learn it. To enter, compete, survive and succeed in mainstream English speaking countries, communication in English is indispensable. It has become the pivotal part of our existence and we can see its importance everywhere in today's Indian society. Some major significance is listed below:- 
IV. NECESSITY FOR CHANGE IN EMERGING TRENDS & PROSPECTS IN ESL/ESP/ELT
CONTEXT To bring some useful changes, it is important to understand emerging trends & prospects in ESL/ESP/ELT context, here are few noticeable trends and prospects which should be altered by English language teachers and English Language Learners.
Need to change purpose of teaching and learning English
Focusing more on the current trends & prospects in ESL/ESP/ELT context leads us to identify some root causes of problems and for which certain modifications are required to bring some productive changes in the lives of non-English language learners. In India, non-English speakers are compulsorily in to English language learning due to modern global needs and technological fashionable trends. Learners should learn it by interest not as an obligation. It somehow affects their process of learning and their lack of interest stops them to acquire good command over language which results in damaging the true spirit of the language. These learners will become inefficient trainers and again they become the weak link of the teaching and learning process. Therefore, not only learners but also trainers should change the current trend by changing their objective of learning and teaching from social obligation to individual fervor. mathematics. Content and language integrated learning approach should be adopted by the teacher so that students can learn both the content and language of English.
Focus on English as a means of communication not as a means of content

Maintaining balance between subject competence and linguistic competence
It is the duty of English tutor to tell students about maintaining balance between subject competence and linguistic competence. It happens most of the time that students focus more on getting marks in written exams of different subjects including English and Grammar rather than their oral test or viva voce. Consequently most of them are good in subjective knowledge of English but unable to give oral presentation or spoken demonstration of the same. Teachers should try hard to make student understand about maintaining balance. In this cut throat competitive environment, this balance between the possession of subjective knowledge and the possession of good language skills is the basic necessitate.
Shifting Views of English Teachers as well as English language learners.
An English teacher should be away from this wrong assumption of language oriented social discrimination. Teacher should not create any biased differences between slow and fast learners of English Language. This changing perspective will encourage students to learn in a transparent, healthy and cooperative environment without any fear, hesitation or shame. In the Forbes, it is mentioned by Sahith Aula in his article 'The Problem With The English Language In India' that One need not mention that universities and even government jobs require fluency in English, as mandated by the ruling elite. Therefore, a person's socioeconomic status in Indian society is approximately in line with his or her fluency in the language. In other words: a new caste system.
Changing perspective of English Language
Learners as a foreign or second language in the comparison to their native language. India is a non-English-Speaking Country where English Language Learners are learning it as "ESL" (English as a Second Language), "EFL" (English as a Foreign Language) and "ESP" (English for Special Purpose). The common phenomenon of seeing the second or foreign language as threat to the survival of their native or mother tongue and this mental block stops them to learn English. This negative perspective will work as an obstacle in teaching learning process. Changing perspective to see it not as threat but as a tool for global level communication will change the current static trend of conservative societies. 
The Hinglish Dilemma.
The new generation India is facing a new dilemma of Hinglish. The Indian social structure which includes professional, social, legal, educational, political, technological and administrative premises, is designing in such a way that it is neither making the learner a true representative of Hindi nor making them a good orator of grammatically correct English. They fall in to trap of Hinglish, somewhat in the middle of Hindi or English. It is happening with most of the people belong to Northern part of India. Zareer Masani highlights the issues in The BBC News that "Hinglish, for all its occasional breakdowns of communication, is an authentically Indian hybrid. The trouble with dysfunctional Hinglish is that it can cause havoc when clear and precise communication is required, whether on a simple taxi ride or in more serious situations like hospitals and law-courts. Young Indians still need better quality, standardized English teaching if they want to access the global knowledge economy and stay ahead of eager new English-speakers in China or Argentina."
Shifting Focus from Marks Oriented and Job Oriented Teaching Learning Process to Lifelong Learning based Outcomes.
In India, Current Education System is completely blind folded by the pressure of gaining marks and by the ultimate objective to get the job for financial security. This has become a big hurdle in English language Teaching-Learning Process as it diverts the learner as well as educator from the core objective of Lifelong learning based outcomes. During the studies Language is limited to theory as everyone focuses on marks given on the answer sheets. Their focus is limited to learn or to cover only those sections which make them enable to crack a good job interview for getting a good job with handsome amount of salary. It has been observed that most of the Indian employee learns the good command on the English Language more appropriately and accurately through their working environment not prior to that when they are seeking the jobs. It has become a crucial matter for Indian education system to shift the attention from Marks Oriented and Job Oriented Teaching Learning Process to Lifelong Learning based Outcomes to increase the productivity of an individual, growth of the nation and success of the nations in all aspects.
V. CLASSROOM PEDAGOGY As Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru once said, "I would have English as an associate, additional language, which can be used not because of facilities, but because I do not wish the people of non-Hindi areas to feel that certain doors of advance are closed to them. So I would have it as an alternative language as long as people of India require it" Hence, Some corrective measures should be implemented also during classroom.
Classroom Pedagogy:-English Language Teachers should not confine themselves into fixed classroom pedagogy. Every year new methodology or approach comes into existence and with time they fade as quickly as they can from human minds. Both the teachers and students are aware of the fact that gone are the days when teachers deliver lectures in front of their pupils who just sit as passive listeners. Presently, in this age of Computer and smart phones, Computer based language learning comes into existence. Classroom pedagogies are altered as per the changing need of technology and language. Some tips can help to improve English Language Learning in class for teachers.
 No need to follow set confined method but follow diverse and dynamic technique  Addition of various listening activities should be encouraged in English language classrooms.  Teachers have to play the role of active facilitators in the classroom.  Doing group activities are more fun and more efficient and productive.  Involving students in doing exercises rather than teaching grammar rules.  Teaching material should be according to the culture of the practitioner.  The more a learner will try to speak, the more he/she will learn the language.  Take the help of Digital media to learn new terms and be updated.  Listening, speaking, reading and writing are four necessary elements to practice English language. 
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VI. CONCLUSION
It is an undeniable fact that English Language plays a very pivotal role in uniting nations around the globe. Its influence and power is irresistible. This Language is not only very dominant but also a game changer for any nation. Having a good command over English language is now a necessity to compete globally. The Language Learning helps learners to develop not only emotionally but also intellectually as it simulates imagination and impresses thoughts. While teaching them English Language, teachers should focus on practical implementation of language with feelings. Now a days customized education system should be introduced for language learning where learner is free to discover, explore and consult various authentic resources of learning and can be selective without following a set regulatory education system. The basic teaching philosophy as an adroit educator of English Language should be to render the knowledge, experience, and expertise in all aspects starting from implementing innovative teaching-learning practices to proper molding of students with subjective, linguistic and professional competency as well as nurturing them with values and principals of life to enhance their multidimensional competency. It will be possible only when both the teacher and the learner are keen to learn and teach by internal will not only by external need. Not only learners but also teachers should not be afraid to experiment new teaching strategies or hesitate to introduce innovative and interactive ways beyond the given curriculum. Modern education system is blessed with technology, which is capable to change the way we see, experience or educate ourselves. There is no doubt about it that English Language has become the medium for empowerment, equality and liberty for the speaker as it is capable to open gateways for outcome based lifelong learning as well as opportunities.
